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Overview

Two disconnects
Infrastructure for tetherless computing
Some open problems



Two disconnects

Infrastructure vs. device disconnect
Problem selection disconnect





Infrastructure

Devices are ‘raw’
Systems provide point capabilities
Infrastructure provides ‘ilities’, complementing and 
masking underlying devices and systems

• Availability
• Usability
• Scalability
• Reliability
• Flexibility
• Seamlessness
• Security
• …



Devices → Systems → Infrastructure

Goal of computer systems research is to 
transform devices and systems to 
infrastructure
Moores law means that devices and systems 
keep evolving

infrastructure needs to keep pace
a never-ending quest!



Problem selection disconnect

Real world problems facing us today
poverty
illiteracy
environmental degradation
lack of healthcare
sustainable energy
…

Do computer systems have a role to play in 
solving any of these problems?



Rays of light

Email, Listservs, and PDAs for rural healthcare (India 
Healthcare Delivery project)
Low-cost access to government records using 
Internet kiosks (Gyandoot)
Sensor networks for environmental and wildlife 
monitoring (Zebranet)
Text and video email delivered by rural buses 
(Daknet)
Improved access to microfinance using Smart Cards 



Is there really a connection?

Yes!
Applications set the design constraints on the 
system

cost
ease of use
availability
reliability
time to set up
time to repair
…



The big picture

Problem areas

Problems that can be solved 
using computer systems Problem selection 

disconnect
‘Real-world’ applications

Computer system infrastructureTheory

Devices

Technology

System-device disconnect



To have an impact…

Design constraints should come from ‘real-
world’ problems
Must bridge the gap between devices, 
systems, and infrastructure
Look out five to ten years
Seek a theoretical foundation



Plan

Bottom up 
guess what computer systems will look like in five 
to seven years

Top down
work with domain experts to pose compelling ‘real-
world’ problems

Determine the infrastructure-device gap and 
solve it

using a sound theoretical basis



What will computer systems look like 
five to seven years from now?



1. Computing costs are plummeting

From www.icknowledge.com

Processor costs have come 
down by six orders of magnitude 
in three decades

CMOS allows on-chip logic, 
memory,  imaging and RF 
components

Devices will merge computing, 
audio, and video 

•Cell phone
•Still camera
•Video camera
•MP3 player
•PDA



2. Batteries are lasting longer



3. Wireless networks are proliferating

© Intel



4. Data Centers aggregate resources



Tetherless computing

Smart mobile devices will communicate with 
resource-rich data centers over 
heterogeneously administered wireless
and wireline networks

Server

Data centerInternet 
cloud



Compelling applications

Not yet identified 
Drawn from two broad classes

centralized computing
centralized coordination



Thin client applications

Task-specific devices at the network edge can 
leverage ‘heavy’ processing at a data center
Application examples

Voice storage
• PDA stores doctor-client interactions and case histories
• Voice recognition and indexing makes retrieval easy
• Can preload PDA based on schedule

Image analysis and manipulation
• A networked camera can shoot digital pictures and 

upload them to a server
• Compute-intensive servers can process the image (red-

eye reduction, auto-date, translations) and return the 
result

• Can compare current state of a glacier with historical 
data



Applications needing global state

Provide central view of global state for 
queries and coordination
Application examples

Cargo tracking using RFID
• Interested end points can get an instant 

snapshot of location
• Can run queries on dynamic database (which 

containers are more than 4 hours behind 
schedule?)

Distributed weather monitoring
• Weather stations collect data; picked up by a 

car or over-flying plane



Infrastructure problems

Reliability, performance

Privacy, security
Ease of use, availability

Connection 
management 
Identity management
Self-organizing access 
points



System overview

Server
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MS
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DC

DC

DC
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Connection management

• How does the physical layer indicate detection or loss of carrier 
to higher levels? How much hysteresis is needed in the system 
to prevent oscillation?

• At the network layer, what rate should packets be sent into the 
hotspot? How should this rate be modified as more users enter 
or leave the hotspot? How does this impact network 
congestion?

• At the transport layer, if packets have been sent, but not 
acknowledged, before connectivity is lost, how are these 
retransmitted while maintaining deliver-once semantics?

• Treating the end-to-end connection as a lossy channel, what is 
the information-theoretic optimal channel code?

• How should the PDA’s communication processes be prioritized 
by its operating system to maximize the communication rate 
during times when connectivity is present?



Identity management

How can mutually trusted administrators 
securely connect their directories to allow 
roaming? How can we build on technology 
from Liberty Alliance and WS-Federation?
Can we design protocols for fast and 
mutually-authenticated inter-domain 
handoffs?
How can identity creation and resource 
allocation be delegated?
How should identity management be 
incorporated into connection management?



Self-organizing access points

How should access points be addressed and 
made part of the trusted infrastructure?
If they are to be made part of a mesh, how do 
they auto-discover other mesh elements?
How do they coordinate with other access 
points to provide packet routing?
What is the lower bound density of access 
points at which k-connectivity is achieved?
How can we automatically diagnose failed 
access points?



The Big Picture Revisited
Energy, Environment, Healthcare, Economic DevelopmentProblem 

Areas

Centralized computation Global state and coordinationApplication 
classes

DataBus: 
Wireless 
access point 
on a city bus

DPVA: 
Doctor’s 
Personal
Voice Advisor

RFID-based 
cargo tracking

Applications

Availability, Scalability, Performance, Security. Privacy…‘ilities’

Connection 
management

Identity 
management

Self-organizing 
access pointInfrastructure 

issues

Smart mobile computers connected wirelessly to a server in 
a data center

Convergence

Enabling
technologies CMOS Ubiquitous Wireless Fuel cells Data centers



Related work

Pervasive computing(Aura, C0PE, Satya et 
al)

cyber-foraging
Delay tolerant networks (Fall, DTNRG)

we are only considering one hop
Sensor networks
Mobile networking

provides a foundation (MANET, DSDV…)
Prototype systems

Roofnet, Zebranet, Daknet, MSRMesh…



Conclusions

Two disconnects
infrastructure vs. device
problem selection

The resolution provides a framework for 
systems research
Many challenging and interesting problems

WATSMORE
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